Expand Investigations Into & Treatments For
The Causes & Symptoms of The Ebola Syndrome
What do monkeys euthanized in Alice, Texas (due to having the Ebola Syndrome) and
the first human victim to die of the Ebola Syndrome in Dallas, have in common?
How can signals coming from a computer via amplifiers, Ozonated oil suppositories and
cellophane wrapped colloidal silver, Vitamin E and Ozonated Hemp Oil assist in
stimulating stem cells to neutralize the symptoms of a spider bite and other toxic
overloads?
How is the Ebola Syndrome connected to spider bites?
The answers are as simple as they are surprising.
The Facts
An individual experiencing the symptoms of the Ebola Syndrome exhibits a protein
designated VP-35 containing damaged amino acids that are the building blocks of
proteins. The degraded proteins are most often a result of enzymes called cysteine
proteases and other external influences such as poisoning and long term dehydration
by the individual.
From Wikipedia:
"Cysteine proteases are enzymes that degrade proteins."
A January 2012 abstract published by the Journal of Virology and titled Filoviruses
[Ebola, Corona etc] Require Endosomal Cysteine Proteases for Entry but Exhibit
Distinct Protease Preferences revealed:

"endosomal cysteine proteases [negative enzymes] are host factors for Ebola virus."
Therefore:


The use of the word "Entry" in the title and the use of the word "host" in the text
of the abstract indicates an inciting event of the Ebola Syndrome is the degrading
of the amino acids to create and/or support the VP-35 protein.



The words "Entry" and 'host" exclude the Ebola & Corona Viruses as the etiology
or source of the amino acid breakdown which forms the VP-35 protein.



The words "Entry" and '"host" indicates a suitable and supportive environment
has to exist before the viruses are created and travels throughout the individual.



The words "Entry" and 'host" concludes that the amino acids in the proteins of the
individual had to have been damaged before the viruses appeared in the body.

The above facts declare that an organism called a virus is not the primary cause for the
Ebola or Corona Syndromes. At the very least the viruses are merely symptomatic
continuations of the cell degradation processes and at the very most the viruses are a
peripheral secondary contributing factor to cellular and DNA dysfunction regardless if
the virus is natural or has been manipulated by humans. Since the Ebola and Corona
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Viruses do not cause the amino acid breakdown, what influences and factors create the
VP-35 protein - an RNA suppressor?
Basic Biology
Catalysts called enzyme support both positive and negative chemical reactions within all
components of the human body. Enzymes are responsible for thousands of positive and
negative metabolic processes that both sustain and shorten life.
Do these lethal enzymes either naturally exist in the human body or spontaneously
transmute into deadly substances such as the VP-35 protein? No
Lethal enzymes may exist in toxins and poisons such as pesticides and may be
produced as metabolites in contaminated cooking processes. The enzymes must be
transmitted via various modalities into the human body. Cohabitation does not
automatically mean causation. However, toxic exposure to numerous kinds of pesticides
on a single or combined basis have exactly the same symptoms exhibited by individuals
suffering from the Ebola or Corona Syndromes. This fact demands that a thorough toxic
and poisonous forensic investigation be made of West Africa to determine if the
cohabitation does or does not mean causation.
Negative enzymes (cysteine proteases) within spider poison turn amino acids, proteins
and entire cells into a fluid mush. The liquefied cellular soup is sucked out by the spider.
Whereas the spider enzymes remain localized to one area of the body and are not
contagious, the toxic enzymes associated with the Ebola or Corona Syndromes are
systemic and contagious. The soft tissues of the lungs are especially vulnerable to the
toxic enzymes related to the Ebola Or Corona Syndromes. Are the toxins and/or
poisons associated with the Ebola or Corona Syndromes truly pervasive and
expansive?
No Speculations
Before the year 2004 all medical and biological dictionaries did not contain nor define
the term immune system. There has never been a panel of scientific and medical
experts who have investigated and determined the components of an immune system in
any biological entity. Therefore all interactions between poisons, toxins and viruses with
an immune system are completely theoretical and scientifically unproven. This paper
does not include any speculations on how an immune system and immunological
responses theoretically interact with poisons, toxins and viruses. This paper only
addresses the known scientific facts such as enzymes (cysteine proteases) damaging
amino acids to make the VP-35 protein that provides the proper negative environment
for growth of a minimally invasive and disruptive virus..
Fact - No broken down protein such as the VP-35 equals no Ebola or Corona viruses or
any organisms such as a Tuberculosis bacterium will exist in the body.
Expand The Investigation.
What toxins and/or poisons inhabit West Africa and China that cause amino acids to
breakdown and become the specific VP-35 protein?
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How are these unique toxins with their lethal enzymes transmitted from person to
person via touch and inhalation?
The above facts, realities and questions compel governments, think tanks, foundations,
media outlets, health care outlets and private citizens to expand the investigation of the
Ebola & Corona Syndromes to include a thorough assessment of all chemical
contaminations in West Africa and China. Teams of Hazmat cloaked scientists and
journalists must scour the cities, villages, rivers, farms and especially plants of West
Africa until they uncover the villain toxins and/or poisons that breakdown amino acids to
create the VP-35 protein.
The condition of cysteine protease commonly occurs in plants and especially fruits. For
thousands of years Megabats and a sub species called Fruit Bats have interacted with
both plants, humans and animals with no complications for either the fruits or the
humans and animals. Many areas of the world consume bats as a food source. Fruit
Bats are now being blamed for the Ebola & Corona Syndrome but there is no hard
science to back up that claim. But how did the poisonous enzymes enter into the food
chain?
http://www.science20.com/the_conversation/ebola_bats_get_a_bad_rap_when_it_come
s_to_spreading_diseases-147104
In 1996 the saturated pesticide agricultural area in and around Alice, Texas had an
outbreak of Ebola at the Texas Primate Center, a facility on the outskirts of rural Alice
that imported Macaques monkeys from the Philippines - another region also saturated in
pesticides. Where did the monkeys contract the Ebola Syndrome? From the chemically
saturated agricultural fields of Texas or the polluted fields and jungles of the Philippines
or both? Were the monkeys exposed to Fruit Bats in the Philippines that transmitted the
cysteine protease enzymes from fruits damaged by pesticides?
http://articles.latimes.com/1996-04-23/news/mn-61751_1_texas-ebola-scare
The articles linked above and other scientific texts do not address the reality that West
Africa, the Philippines and most of the Earth has been saturated with pesticides and a
wide variety of other poisons since the 1950s. Therefore are those toxins now
complicating the interaction between fruits bats, humans and animals? Do chemicals
introduced into the environment by commercial farming or other means also cause the
condition of cysteine protease to occur in a wide variety of plants that are consumed as
food products?
Are there other toxins besides pesticides that have been introduced into environment of
West Africa? A complete chemical forensic analysis must be completed of West Africa
including all properties and equipment owned by governments, corporations, cities,
churches and individuals. If a corporation resists vigorous inspections then the noncooperation must be countered with fines, public awareness and humiliation and
boycotts. Governments should be encouraged to either take over or shut down
corporations that will not cooperate with the critical Ebola & Corona Syndrome
inspections..
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For example, an American corporation that owns and operates massive rubber
plantations in West Africa has spent millions of dollars setting up clinics to treat Ebola
Corona Syndrome victims. Are the Ebola & Corona viruses and the dubious virus theory
being used to cover-up the toxic pesticides and chemicals used to grow and process the
rubber trees in Africa and crops in China?
Were the toxins and/or poisons created by happenstance such as mistakenly applying
unnecessary high doses of pesticides on agricultural crops or was there purposeful
contamination and an act of war on the citizens of West Africa and our species? West
Africa contains a full spectrum of exploitive natural resources worth zillions of dollars. A
covered boots on the ground investigation including prior vaccine campaigns, medical
drugs routinely ingested, pesticides and industrial pollution will reveal these potential
truths. Also are the standard diagnostic tests for Ebola of any value or worthless?
Proper Hydration
Also a complete analysis should be done on the hydration habits of a large segment of
the victims who died and survivors from the Ebola Syndrome in West Africa. What
influence does dehydration have in the Ebola Syndrome? What were the qualities and
qualities of the drinking water consumed by the victims and survivors?
Millions of lives and the liberties and freedoms of all humans are dependent upon
expanding the investigation into the real causes of the Ebola & Corona Syndromes.
http://www.dallasnews.com/news/metro/20141020-hydration-helps-nigeria-beat-ebolaoutbreak.ece - Excellent post and a must read
Searching for the toxins and/or poisons and dehydration habits with covered boots on
the ground in West Africa will solve and negate the Ebola & Corona Syndromes.
Meanwhile Virologists and scientists can continue to examine and manipulate their
electron microscopes images and publish their theories and studies in peer reviewed
journals while seeking to develop a savior vaccine that will probably be worthless
against the enzymes of the toxins and poisons related to the Ebola Syndrome. Vaccines
do not address the need for proper water hydration but actually cause dehydration.
The traditional scientific literature concludes that a wide variety of pesticides, toxins and
poisons not only breakdown amino acids in proteins but also the critical nutrient of
Selenium. The disruption of this key chemical element causes a cascade of failures in
the human cell. Proper Hydration counter acts the Selenium disruption.
Common Denominator
What is the common denominator of the Ebola infested monkeys euthanized in Alice,
Texas and the first human Ebola victim that died in Dallas? Both the monkeys and the
human victim had long-term exposure to lethal levels of pesticides in rural areas outside
of the United States borders. Not one human or animal has died from being exposed to
the monkeys and the one human Ebola victim who died in Dallas. Why?
Because the pesticide levels in the monkeys and the one human victim are at a low
dose compared to the saturated agricultural fields and the poisons in their bodies were
exposed to the incidental contacts, relatives and health care workers in Texas on a
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short term basis. A U.S. Military expedition spent 30 days during the fall of 2014 in West
Africa with uncovered boots on the ground. Of course that brief amount of time was not
enough for the troops to absorb any significant level of environmental toxins to become
slightly sick or die. Obviously lethal doses of pesticides that cause severe breakdowns
of the amino acids in the proteins require the victims to have had long-term exposure to
high amounts of pesticides and/or other environmental toxins.
The symptoms of the Ebola & Corona Syndromes are mostly identical to the symptoms
of AIDS but much more severe. Was AIDS during the 1980s the result of the first wave
of pesticide poisoning that started in the 1950s? As the environmental toxins and
poisons continue to saturate West Africa over the decades, do the symptoms become
more intense and pervasive as each generation is exposed to higher doses of toxins
along with the poisons in vaccines and chronic dehydration? What is the common sense
answer to that question?.
If individuals begin dying of the Ebola Syndrome in the United States, South Africa or
Australia, that most likely means the victims have been exposed to high doses of
pesticides and/or other toxins on a long-term basis within their respective borders.
Therefore covered boots and bodies on the ground will be required in those countries to
ferret out the villainous toxins and poisons.
Poison and Toxin History
Like the pesticide Ebola & Corona Syndromes debacle in West Africa and China, are
the toxic enzymes spewing from grotesque animal slaughter houses around the world
being covered up by unjustly blaming the breakdown of human proteins and the ensuing
diseases on swine and bird flu viruses? The cysteine proteases generated by the
unsanitary and draconian cattle, pig and chicken processing "plants" only impact the
internal organs of humans unlike the Ebola & Corona Syndromes that impact all body
parts.
When the U.S. via Teddy Roosevelt took over the construction of the Panama Canal in
the early 1900s, the first task was to clean out all the stagnant sewer saturated ponds
and creeks that were polluted by the French. There were no sewer or sanitation
systems built by the French who simply dumped all their bodily and solid waste around
them in the surrounding swampy waters. For thousands of years mosquitoes landed in
the clean stagnant ponds and creeks before stinging the local population and there
were no diseases. When the this same dynamic played out with the poisons and toxins
in the ponds and creeks being injected into the French and the local population by the
contaminated mosquitoes, malaria and yellow fever flourished.
Interestingly historic books and video programs about the taming of Panamanian
malaria and yellow fever during the construction of the canal do not even mention the
impact of the poisoned toxic ponds and creeks and their pivotal clean-up. All of the
books and video programs focus on the mosquito eradication programs by destroying
the eggs and habitat of the mosquito and humans drinking a pure form of quinine water.
During the early 17th century Native South Americans introduced quinine water derived
from the cinchona tree to the Jesuits who have maintained total control over the pure
form of quinine that is no longer available to the general public..only a watered-down
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version called tonic water is available today. What kind of impact would pure quinine
water have on the symptoms and victims of the Ebola and Corona Syndromes? Ask any
Jesuit to answer that pivotal question. The true poison and toxic causes of the
Panamanian malaria and yellow fever, bird and swine flu, AIDS and Ebola & Corona
Syndrome have been covered-up by blaming viruses and bacteria as the false culprits.
A combination of influences could have been the foundation for the Flu Pandemic of
1918. One study indicated all of the American victims had contact with relatives and
friends who fought in and returned from the poisoned and toxic European battlefields of
World War I. A second study indicated most of the victims were taking high doses of
aspirin. So if you were taking high doses of aspirin and had exposure to a chemically
saturated doughboy, did the amino acids in your proteins breakdown to lethal levels in
1918? Similar mysterious non-lethal health conditions occurred to relatives of soldiers
returning from the first Iraq conflict in the early 1990s. The battlefields of Iraq were
saturated with both experimental and lethal chemical and non-chemical substances and
influences. Did the soldiers take those toxins home? Poisons and toxins come in all
sizes, shapes and kinds with a wide variety of mild and lethal symptoms therefore the
prevention and counter measures must have consistent Zen accuracy.
Academic Suicide
All the abstracts and literature by traditionally trained scientists related to AIDS and the
Ebola & Corona Syndromes over the past 30 years do not include the word pesticide
nor the term environmental toxins and poisons. The word pathogen (the oldest and
broadest sense is anything that can produce disease) has been used in titles and texts
but only in general terms with no specific directions or purposes. This paper was
reviewed by an adjunct professor of biology whose specialty is the development of
vaccines at a prestigious institute on the West Coast of America. In the professor's oral
and written replies and reviews the academic "expert" did not use the word pesticide nor
the term environmental toxins and poisons nor did the individual address those issues.
Does seem the petro-chemical industry and other forces have a stranglehold on how
government grants for AIDS, Ebola and Corona research are dispensed. There seems
to be an unwritten rule that a government funded researcher or a scientist who wants to
keep their academic job and reputation at a university or institute must stay totally
focused on the false assumption of viruses being the cause of AIDS and the Ebola &
Corona Syndrome. If they deviate from that narrow focus such as casually using the
word pesticide even in a review of a paper about pesticides impacting the human body,
they are cut off from government funding and ostracized by their peers.
This deplorable situation is just as rotten as the symptoms of AIDS and the Ebola &
Corona Syndromes. Not only are the working class lands saturated with toxins and
poisons but so are the hearts and minds of the intellectual crowd. The working and
middle classes are duped into believing viruses are causing their diseases. Meanwhile
the poisons and toxins not only saturate their farmlands but are also spewing from the
mouths and texts of the traditionally educated and trained health care and scientific
"experts."
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Expand The Treatments
During the last week of July 2014 I felt a pain in my right elbow. One day later I noticed
that the skin on my elbow was flabby and I had severe tenderness when I pressed on
the bone under the flabby area. Then the entire arm and hand swelled to three times the
normal size over 24 hours. Finally a piece of necrotic (dead) skin peeled off my elbow
that blew-up like a balloon. Obviously...time to take action before my arm and hand
disintegrated into a pile of oozing mushy dead cells that have fallen off or had to be
surgically removed.
An internet search revealed that three arachnids dominate the Southern California area
- Black Widow, Wolf and Brown Recluse spiders. All my symptoms were a classic case
of a high venom dose by a Brown Recluse. Had this been a snake bite, gunshot wound
or trauma from a car accident then seeking help from the traditional medical community
would have been more than appropriate. Again, the traditional medical community does
not have a coherent and effective approach to the poisons of spider bites except
worthless antibiotics and disfiguring surgery.
I was bitten on either a Friday or Saturday and by Monday I had an intense three inch
wide hematoma (bruise) from the lower ulna bone near the wrist (arm bone on the same
side as the pinky finger of the hand) to my armpit area. The dark area appeared as if an
artist painted on a black racing stripe.
I postulated that the hematoma was caused by the toxic spider enzymes totally breaking
down the amino acids in the proteins of my arm and a complete overwhelm of my
lymphatic system. Also the amino acid/protein breakdown imbalanced the Potassium/
Sodium interactions in the body so the cells became dominated by Sodium therefore
water (swelling) became trapped around the cells. The area proximal to the small finger
was very tender. Eventually these hematoma areas may have also degenerated into
necrotic dead tissue that would have sloughed off or required surgical intervention.
On Sunday night I wrapped the arm and hand with an activated charcoal poultice with
no change to the affected areas.
The next evening I applied the circular circuit board pads with spiral patterns and lasers
of a technology named the Stem Cell Stimulator (SCS) to my body. Positive pulses from
amplifiers carrying frequencies between 2,500 and 5,000 hertz generated by the
computer are applied to the shin bones of both legs. The bone marrow produces stem
cells that take on the positive charge from the computer and the amplifiers. Applicators
connected to the ground outlets of the amplifiers are applied to the target area where
fresh stem cells are needed. In this case the ground applicators were applied to my right
arm experiencing the spider poison. A third applicator producing frequencies from 60 to
10,000 hertz was applied to assist the DNA in the stem cells to fully "turn on" to replace
the dead cells.
After the SCS session I applied a layer of colloidal silver gel, a layer of vitamin E and a
layer of Ozonated Hemp Oil and all items were treated in the Tri-Vortex Technology
Chamber. http://trivortex.com/intro.html I wrapped the entire arm in surgical gauze that
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allowed room air to interact with the Ozone Oil. There was no change in the condition
when I removed the gauze four hours later. At this point, my to be wife Linda, trained in
traditional medicine, was urging me to go to the emergency room of a traditional
medical hospital.
Nope...Not Yet
I was also trained as a photo-journalist in college, worked as a staff photographer and
freelancer and I have an array of professional camera equipment. Regretfully taking
pictures of my arm and hand did not even cross my consciousness. I was in total
survival mode while concentrating all my time and energies on how to reverse my dire
condition.
The entire incident was observed by my future wife Linda Ann Boone DVM whose
resume provides a slew of doctors that can testify to her honesty and integrity related to
any stated observations. I also had extra motivation to save my arm - Linda and are to
be married on October 31, 2014 and I did not want missing arm and hand parts to
dampen the ceremony. I wanted to put the ring on her finger with a healthy right hand
and a fully functioning right arm.
On Tuesday evening I thought my arm was going to erupt like a volcano due to the
intense swelling. The only answer traditional medicine has to counter this condition is to
make small incisions into the inflammation with a scalpel.
After a one-hour SCS session, I applied a layer of colloidal silver gel, a layer of vitamin
E and a layer of Ozonated Hemp Oil. However, I wanted to go to sleep so rather than
wrap the swollen arm and hand with surgical gauze I encapsulated the arm with
cellophane. I did not want the very messy Ozone Hemp Oil to stain the bed sheets. I
inserted a rectal Ozone suppository and was asleep by 11:30pm. Before going to bed I
consumed at least eight ounces of Tri-Vortex Technology treated distilled water every
45 to 60 minutes during my entire wake time. See my booklet on proper water hydration
http://trivortex.com/booklet.html
At 1:00am the area of the hematoma began to first itch and then felt like my arm was
being lightly roasted over a campfire. I have never had such an intense sharp tingly pain
in my life. Finally the pain subsided. At 3am and I took off the cellophane wrap. When I
looked at my arm I thought that I was in the middle of a surreal dream.
I woke Linda and told her she had to look at my arm. As she was coming around the
bed to look at my arm, she chuckled and said "Well... you are finally going to have to be
treated by a real doctor." The smile on her face vanished when she looked at my arm.
Linda always has an opinion on everything...something she developed over the years
as an emergency room Veterinarian and an expert spay/neuter surgeon.
Linda was speechless as her mouth dropped open in silence.
The hematoma was totally gone and my skin was a healthy pink with the swelling
reduced by 85 percent! - A four-hour heal job!
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The next day small pustules that are classic symptoms of a Brown Recluse bite
emerged on my wrist but disappeared within 24 hours after applying the silver/E/ozone
mixture enclosed by the cellophane. After contacting numerous ozone oil retailers and
manufacturers, I discovered my cellophane wrap protocol is as unique as it is effective.
The above events are classic cases of combining advanced subtle energy technologies
and natural remedies with advanced electronic applications.
What Happened?
The lymphatic system was shut down, so where did the dead blood cells and toxins
migrate to? I urinated and defecated my normal color, amount and smell so the O3,
dead cells and toxins were not excreted via the bladder or bowel.
I postulate that because the cellophane separated the Ozone Oil from the atmospheric
Oxygen, all the ingredients in my layered concoction had no choice but to interact with
the MOLECULES of the dead cells and toxins. The Tri-Vortex Technology Tri-Vibes
http://trivortex.com/Tri-Vibes.html work via a modality I named Light Particle
Assimilation with the key component being a Phosphorous based sheath that
envelopes all human, animal and plant cells. But the layered concoction worked in just
the opposite manner via the Phosphorous based sheath-Light Particle Dissemination
of the O3 accompanied by the molecules of the dead blood cells and toxins into another
dimensional state beyond the human senses. In other words the O3 pulled the
molecules of the dead blood cells and toxins into a portion of space and time via the
Phosphorous sheath that cannot be detected by smell, touch or sight. Scalar
waves?...probably..
However I further postulate that the final step of the migration took place beyond the
skin. The burning sensation was caused by the O3 and the molecules of the dead cells
and toxins transporting through the pores the skin that triggered a pain sensation
transported by the nerves. The final migration of the O3 and the molecules of the dead
cells and the toxins into another space-time dimension occurred after those entities
exited the pores of the skin. The O3, dead cells and toxins could not disperse into the
atmosphere because my arm and hand were wrapped in cellophane. Light Particle
Dissemination of the dead cells and toxins via the O3 transporting through the
Phosphorous sheath was the only means whereby the dead cells and toxins could exit
the body.
This picture details an
arm in severe poison
stress that is almost a
duplicate of my arm after
the spider bite and
before the cellophane
wrapped colloidal silver vitamin E - Ozonated
Hemp Oil treatment. Is
this picture, downloaded
from the internet, posted
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on an Ebola, Corona or Brown Recluse Spider website? The answer is on page 11.
Proper Protocol?
Is the proper protocol for AIDS, Ebola, Coroan and other poisonous diseased
conditions:
1. Repair or replace the proteins with damaged amino acids and replenish the
Selenium to proper levels.
2. Drink enough water so urination turns the color of water in a toilet a slight yellow
so there is enough hydration in the body to flush-out any and all viruses.
3. The fully functioning proteins, adequate Selenium levels and proper water
hydration balance the Potassium/ Sodium interactions in the body so there is no
water trapped around the cells.
Post Symptom Relief
A watery pocket that was a remnant from the spider bite enveloped my elbow for days
with no change and can remain for months or years. I developed pain in my right heel
so I repeated the cellophane wrapped silver hydrosol, vitamin E and ozonated hemp oil
protocol to my entire right foot and just above the ankle bone. Three applications were
completed over one month period.
Within an hour after the first application small pustules began to emerge that enlarged
to full boils and oozed a clear to milky liquid upon the slightest touch. The weeping boils
only emerged from my Achilles Tendon to just above my heel and to the ankle bone
with no boils on the remaining parts of the foot that were covered by the silver hydrosol,
vitamin E and ozonated hemp oil treatment Eventually blood excreted from the pustules
but then rapidly disappeared and healed with no scaring.
After the second application 10 days later, no pustules emerged. Pustules and boils
emerged again at the same location after the third treatment 10 days later and again
disappeared with no scaring. The watery pocket on my elbow disappeared after the
three applications and the elbow is now totally normal.
Does the cellophane wrapped silver hydrosol, vitamin E and ozonated hemp oil protocol
also function as a facilitator for excreting benign excess fluid via the pores of the skin
especially in the far extremities of the hands and feet? Is there a rhythm cycle to the
hands/feet excretion and that is why there were no pustules after the second treatment?
Treating Ebola & Corona Symptoms
Will just the Ozonated suppositories and cellophane wrapped application of colloidal
silver gel, liquid Vitamin E and Ozonated Hemp Oil without the SCS have the same
impact on the toxic enzymes related to the Ebola Syndrome as the concoction has on
the poisonous enzymes of a spider bite? Probably yes.
I postulate the above protocol will be very effective and transition individuals to the
necessary healthy state but is slightly more effective when the SCS is included with the
protocol. There is only one functioning SCS unit in the world.
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The inexpensive and off-the-store and internet shelf materials and the simple protocols
that will cause no harm to an individual suffering from the Ebola Syndrome are available
now and waiting for the opportunities.
Brian David Andersen
Independent Researcher, Scientist & Inventor
Founder Tri‐Vortex Technology
Nemenhah Medicine Man
brian@trivortex.com - 619 884-1455

Answer to question on page nine is...

A reader of this article claims "the picture you show is that of a hematoma from a
venipuncture where the person lifted something to heavy after giving blood or something and
the developed a massive hematoma."
So why does an Ebola website use an inappropriate picture when discussing
hemorrhagic fever? Does this picture really depict a symptom of the Ebola Syndrome? If
not, was the posting a mistake or fraud?
The questionable picture issue is a classic example of why the Ebola Syndrome is so
elusive and unsolvable to the traditional medical and scientific communities and keeps
the general public in a state of confusion.
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Water Hydration & Ebola ‐ http://www.naturalnews.com/047714_Ebola_cure_water_hydration.html
Video ‐ Stem Cell Stimulator https://vimeo.com/91872025
Additional reading material
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22238307
http://trivortex.com/Latest%20Observations&Applications.pdf - Andersen health challenges ‐2013‐14
http://jonrappoport.wordpress.com/2014/10/21/another‐missing‐ebola‐factor‐pesticides
https://jonrappoport.wordpress.com/2014/10/06/the‐ebola‐test‐let‐the‐tests‐inventor‐speak
http://jonrappoport.wordpress.com/2014/10/22/the‐ebola‐hoax‐questions‐answers‐and‐the‐false‐belief‐in‐the‐one‐it/
http://www.feingold.org/Research/pollution.php#Watanabehttp://jonrappoport.wordpress.com/2014/11/07/watch‐out‐
genetically‐engineered‐ebola‐vaccine
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